Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum Report:
MAKING CONNECTIONS

In recognition of the importance of valuing and optimising the understandings, skills and
knowledge of our youth/students the Yapaneyepuk Committee undertook to conduct a Youth
Forum in conjunction with Yapaneyepuk, The International First Nations Education Symposium
‘Walking Together To Make A Difference’. The Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum was designed to
provide senior school students with the opportunity to make connections with ideas,
challenges and with each other.as they explored the theme of recognition through the
Aboriginal values of respect, relationship, responsibility and rigour.
The Forum was planned in the recognition that young people have a powerful voice and the
right to contribute their ideas to help shape national and international understandings about
policy and practice, which relates to First Nation Peoples. The forum was designed to support
and encourage students in their learning journey, and for them to think about education for
both the present and future.
The University of Melbourne, Holmesglen Institute and the Department of Education and
Training (DE&T) were invited to and agreed to provide financial and in kind sponsorship to the
Youth Forum.
Recognise, which is part of Reconciliation Australia, is an organisation which is providing
education and support to individuals, groups and organisations which know that it is time to
Recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples in Australia’s constitution and to
ensure there’s no place for racial discrimination in it. Representatives from Recognise were
invited and attended the Youth Forum. They provided materials, answered student’s questions
and participated on the Recognition Panel.
Schools, across all systems and sectors, which conduct Social Justice Programs and cater for
Indigenous and non Indigenous students, were invited to apply to send a team of students to
participate in the Youth Forum.. See appendices 1-3 which showcase the literature which was
forwarded to participating schools.
Prior to the Youth Forum students were asked to, in their school setting, to reflect on the
Yapaneyepuk objectives:

•
•
•

Deepen knowledge and understanding of First Nation ways of knowing, being, doing
and learning
Enhance knowledge and understanding required for learning from and with First Nation
students
Support building aspirations for higher education to enable students to participate in
“two way learning”

We also asked that students to explore, within this framework of objectives, what impact/effect
the Aboriginal values of respect, relationship, responsibility and rigour have on RECOGNITION
of:
•
•
•

Individuals (you, your classmates, family member, Facebook friend)
Groups/organisations (school, sports club, orchestra, extended family)
Cultures/countries (Aboriginal Australia, Maori-New Zealand, Columbian-Australia)

Sixty-one Indigenous and non Indigenous students, representing twelve school across all
systems and sectors, gathered at The IBIS in Therry Place in Melbourne on the morning of
Wednesday 29th July 2015. The students were introduced to each other as they enjoyed
sharing breakfast together. Youth Forum facilitators introduced the students to the Awareness
Raising Quizz ”(see Appendix 4) which provided the students with the opportunity to share
their knowledge about Aboriginal Australia as they also learnt from each other. The game also
assisted students to meet the students from other participating schools. Both the discussion
and the competitive element of the game stimulation student interaction.
The Youth Forum formal program commenced with a Recognition of the Traditional Owners of
the Land.
To both affirm and stimulate the students an address was given by The Yapaneyepuk
Symposium Knowledge Systems Theme key note speaker - Jana Harcharek. Jana is the
Director of the North Slope Borough School Districts Iñupiaq Education Department, Alaska.
She spoke of the work of the Iñupiaq people to develop an education system, which presents a
combined First Nation and Western Scientific Learning and Teaching Program for students.
She also talked about the lifestyle of her people as they live both traditionally and in a modern
world.
Following this presentation, students participated in three RECOGNITION workshops, which
had been designed for students to challenge their knowledge and understanding and to share
their thinking.
Workshop 1—Individual
Workshop 2—Groups/organisations
Workshop 3—Cultures/countries
Students were allocated to tables of eight. Each table contained students from different
schools which provided the opportunity for both personal and “learning” challenges
Each workshop involved students in:•
•
•

preparing an individual mindmap on the designated Recognition topic
sharing their knowledge and understanding with two other students
in small groups or as a table group preparing questions to be presented to the
Recognition Panel at the conclusion of the Youth Forum

•

posting/displaying questions

Following the three workshops table groups of students, supported by Youth Forum facilitators,
prioritized the student questions in preparation for presentation of these questions to the
Recognition Panel(see Appendix 5)
Invited Recognition Panel Members:
• James Atkinson(Department of Education and Training)
• Professor Mark Rose(Latrobe University)
• Greg Kennedy(Koori Youth Council)
• Marnie O’Bryan (Chair-VIEN)
• Jana Harcharek (Iñupiaq Education Department, Alaska)
• Gordon D’Rosario (Holmesglen Institute)
• Rhondda Davis (The University of Melbourne)
• Ruby Langton-Batty (Recognise)
were joined by students:
• Evie
• Lauren
• Sergio
• Jacob
• Jika
• Kahealea
The interest and involvement of the students in the Forum workshop activities was reflected in
the insightfulness, interest, concern, issues raised in the questions prepared by the students. A
student commented that she believed that she, and many of the other students participating in
the Forum, had learnt more from each other, in a morning of workshop discussion, than they
had in their 10/11 years of schooling.
The engagement in the Panel session, by all the students and the accompanying school
personnel, reflected the challenge and extension of the student’s knowledge and
understanding.
Youth Forum organisers believe students who participated in the Youth Forum were provided
with a learning experience which will enable them to better understand the lived experience of
Indigenous Peoples and the importance of “recognise”. This understanding will be
foundational to their ongoing learning as they reflect on the importance of recognition and
making connections as they explore cultural identity as foundational to all peoples in the
modern, globalised world.
Pam Russell
Youth Forum Convener
Chair Worawa Academic Reference Group
Yapaneyepuk Convener

James Atkinson
Youth Forum Convener
DE&T

The Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum was presented through generous sponsorship from:
Holmesglen Institute,
The University of Melbourne
The Victorian Department of Education and Training
and with special thanks to ACCOR-IBIS

Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum was supported and facilitated by:
James Atkinson (DE&T)
Michelle Hamilton (Yapaneyepuk Committee)
Marnie O’Bryan (Yapaneyepuk Committee)
April Pender (DE&T)
Professor Mark Rose (Latrobe University)
Pam Russell (Yapaneyepuk Committee)
Participating Schools:
Belmont High School
Clonard College
Essendon Keilor College
Genazzano FCJ College
Kurnai College
Melbourne Girls College
Melbourne Girls Grammar School
Melbourne Grammar school
Mooroolbark College
Scotch College
Shepparton High School
St Joseph’s College
Recognise Representatives:
Ruby Langton-Batty
Shaya Lambrechtsen
Contact details:
Yapaneyepuk Convener—Pam Russell
Email: pamruss@bigpond.net.au
Mobile: (0412) 312 950
Yapaneyepuk Administrator—Rebecca Hammond
Email: rebeccalouisehammond@icloud.com
Mobile: (0407) 325 735
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APPENDIX 1
Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum: MAKING CONNECTIONS
The Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum has been designed to provide participants with the opportunity to
make connections with ideas, challenges and with each other. They will explore the theme of
recognition through the Aboriginal values of respect, relationship, responsibility and rigour.
The Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum is an initiative of the Yapaneyepuk Symposium and will take place on
the third morning of the symposium, a global gathering of First Nation educators.
This event recognises that young people have a powerful voice and the right to help shape national
and international understandings about First Nation education policy and practice. The forum aims to
support and encourage students in their learning journey, and invites participants to re-think education
for the present and future.
Participating students will have the opportunity to be affirmed and challenged by the key note speakerJana Harcharek, Director of the North Slope Borough School Districts Inupaiq Education Department ,
Alaska. Following this presentation, students will participate in workshops which have been designed
for students to share their thinking and to challenge their knowledge and understanding. There will also
be an opportunity for Q&A with both student and adult panels.

Date:

Wednesday 29 July 2015 - at 7.30am - 2.00pm

Venue:

The IBIS, Therry Place

Target Audience:
This event is targeted at Indigenous and non-Indigenous students who are studying in Years 10, 11, 12
in Victorian schools.
A number of Victorian schools, across all systems and sectors, have been invited to send a team of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous students to participate. Symposium delegates will be able to attend at
a small additional cost to their Yapaneyepuk registration fee.
The involvement of Indigenous and non-Indigenous students in the youth forum will challenge and
extend their knowledge and understanding of all participating students. It will also enable symposium
delegates, who have chosen to view the youth forum, to better understand the lived experience,
concerns and priorities of young people in schools in the modern, globalised world.
The forum will seek to provide students with the opportunity to reflect on the importance of recognition
and making connections as they explore cultural identity as foundational to wellbeing and education.

Program:
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7.30am
8.00am
8.25am
8.30am
9.15am
10.30am

11.15am
12.00pm
1.00pm

Registration
Breakfast
Recognition of the Traditional Owners of the Land
Keynote Speech/Presentation—Jana Harcharek, Director of the North Slope Borough
School District’s Inupiaq Education Department, Alaska
Small group reflective workshops
Panel - Student questions presented to Yapaneyepuk Panel
• Jana Harcharek
• James Atkinson(Department of Education and Training)
• Professor Mark Rose(Latrobe University)
• Greg Kennedy(Koori Youth Council)
• Marnie O’Bryan (Chair-VIEN)
• Cathryn Henbest(Catholic Education Office)
• Plus representatives from Holmesglen Institute and The University of
Melbourne
Student Panel (students identified during workshop sessions and/or nominated by
participating schools ) -Students respond to questions from Symposium participants and
other students.
Lunch
Close

Preparing for the forum:
Prior to the Youth Forum we ask that participating students reflect on the Yapaneyepuk objectives:
•
•
•

Deepen knowledge and understanding of First Nation ways of knowing, being, doing and
learning
Enhance knowledge and understanding required for learning from and with First Nation
students
Support building aspirations for higher education to enable students to participate in “two way
learning”

We also ask that students explore within this framework of objectives, what impact/effect these
Aboriginal values of respect, relationship, responsibility and rigour have on RECOGNITION of:
• Individuals (you, your classmate, family member, facebook friend)
• Groups/organisations (school, sports club, orchestra, extended family)
• Cultures/countries (Aboriginal-Australia, Maori-New Zealand, Columbian-Australia)

The Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum is presented through generous sponsorship from:
Holmesglen Institute, The University of Melbourne and the Victorian Department of
Education and Training.
Contact details:
Yapaneyepuk Convener—Pam Russell— pamruss@bigpond.net.au, mob—0412312950
Yapaneyepuk Administrator—Rebecca Hammond –rebeccalouisehammond@icloud.com--
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APPENDIX 1a:
Being serious about closing gaps in educational performance
The OECD’s international report card is showing a growing gap in Australia’s educational performance
compared to a range of comparable countries. Add to that challenge the increasing number of urban and
regional schools working with students from backgrounds that are culturally and linguistically diverse,
where English is far from a first language. And now many boarding schools are taking in growing numbers
of Indigenous students from remote areas from all across the country, where educational standards and
performance have been well below mainstream.
How do schools work with a significant student population that come from another culture and very different
life backgrounds? How do they work to overcome poor literacy and numeracy and ensure the sound
foundations are established for good educational outcomes? What about the clash of cultural expectations
and norms that students will inevitably experience when coming into a whole new schooling environment?
These questions are at the heart of genuine attempts to close educational gaps for Australia’s Indigenous
children.
One way of informing better practice amongst teachers and educationists is to draw on the strategies,
practices and research from schools and tertiary institutions overseas. Looking over the horizon rather than
limiting our vision to our own backyard. Sharing what works internationally is a key way of ‘educating the
educators’ so as to accelerate improvements in teaching practice and student performance here in
Australia.
This is what a forthcoming international symposium in Melbourne in late July is aiming to achieve.
Sponsored by the Ian Potter Foundation and leading universities and organised by Worawa Aboriginal
College in Healesville, the two-day symposium brings keynote speakers from across the globe with
outstanding reputations working in cross-cultural educational environments, notably with indigenous
student populations. The Yapaneyepuk – Walking Together To Make A Difference - the International First
Nations Education Symposium includes Nobel Prize winner Rigoberta Menchú Tum from Guatemala, as
well as speakers from Alaska, New Zealand and Australia. These will be complemented by sessions from
local experts and researchers.
The symposium will also launch the findings of a significant research project developed with Aboriginal
people that showcases the importance of the integration of wellbeing, academic studies and culture as
foundational to the learning, growth and development of Aboriginal children. The symposium will be
followed by an optional third day of site visits including a Youth Forum on Indigenous recognition in the
Constitution.
The symposium is targeted at education leaders, teachers, policy makers, health and community workers,
academics and community leaders from Australia and around the world devoted to enhancing educational
experiences and outcomes for First Nations (Indigenous) students in their secondary years of education.

!
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For further information on the symposium being held at the Pullman in Albert Park on 27-29 July 2015,
contact Pam Russell, Yapaneyepuk Convener on pamruss@bigpond.net.au or (0412) 312 950, Rebecca
Hammond, Symposium Coordinator on rebeccalouisehammond@icloud.com or (407) 325 735 or Lois
Peeler AM, Executive Director of Worawa Aboriginal College, executivedirector@worawa.vic.edu.au .
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APPENDIX 2:
Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum: MAKING CONNECTIONS

Date:
Venue:

Wednesday 29 July 2015 - at 7.30am - 2.00pm
The IBIS, Therry Place

Target Audience:
This event is targeted at Indigenous and non-Indigenous students who are
studying in Years 10, 11, 12 in Victorian schools. A number of Victorian
schools, across all systems and sectors, have been invited to send a team of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous students to participate.

School Details
School Name:
School Address:
Email Address:
School Contact Person in case of Emergency:
Phone Number:

Does the school have a Reconciliation Action Plan and/or Social Justice Policy
(or something similar)? Please provide details.
Any other relevant information for Youth Forum Organisers? !

School Region Details
Regional Contact Name:
Email Address:
Phone Number:

Accompanying Teacher/ School Contact Person
Name:
Email Address:
Mobile Phone Number:

Student 1
Student Name:
Date of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Community:
Year Level:

Phone Number:

Email Address:
Any Food Allergies/Special requirements:

Student 2
Student Name:
Date of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Community:
Year Level:

Phone Number:

Email Address:
Any Food Allergies/Special requirements:

Student 3
Student Name:
Date of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Community:
Year Level:

Phone Number:

Email Address:
Any Food Allergies/Special requirements:

Student 4
Student Name:

!!!

!!!!!!

!!!!!!

!!!!!!

!

Date of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Community:
Year Level:

Phone Number:

Email Address:
Any Food Allergies/Special requirements:

Student 5
Student Name:
Date of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Community:
Year Level:

Phone Number:

Email Address:
Any Food Allergies/Special requirements:

Student 6
Student Name:
Date of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Community:
Year Level:

Phone Number:

Email Address:
Any Food Allergies/Special requirements:

For enquiries please contact:
Yapaneyepuk Convener - Pam Russell,
Email: pamruss@bigpond.net.au,
Mobile: (0412) 312 950
The Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum is presented through generous sponsorship from:
Holmesglen Institute, The University of Melbourne and the Victorian Department of
Education and Training.
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APPENDIX 3:
Attendance Reminder and Preparation for Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum,
29 July, 2015
!
Dear Students and Staff of Participating Schools at the Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum,
We look forward to welcoming you to Yapaneyepuk ‘Walking Together to Make a Difference’
YOUTH FORUM to be held at the IBIS, Therry St, Melbourne- 29 July 2015. Please find below
further information in preparation for your participation at the Yapaneyepuk. YOUTH FORUM
1. Background
The Yapaneyepuk Youth Forum is being conducted as part of the Yapaneyepuk First Nation
International Education Symposium. For your information the complete Symposium Program is
now available to download from: http://www.yapaneyepuk.com/wp/wpcontent/uploads/2014/05/Yapaneyepuk-28pp-FINAL-Program.pdf
2. How to get to the IBIS , Therry St, Melbourne
The IBIS is located just off Victoria Street between the Victoria Market and the State Library. It is
easy to access via trams on both Swanston Street and Elizabeth Streets. Car parking is
available at the hotel . It is $25 per day (24 hour clock). If the hotel carpark is full reception will
direct you to a park close by which will charge the same rate as the IBIS..

3. Entry to the Venue and Registration
The Youth Forum will be take place in the Function Room upstairs on the first floor. Please
follow the signs and proceed to the upstairs Lobby for Registration, Welcome Tea and Coffee
and Breakfast.
4. Dietary Requirements
If you have not already done so, please advise me of any dietary requirements by email at
pamruss@bigpond.net.au no later than 23 July.
5-Dress code
It is not compulsory but we would appreciate it if students could wear school uniform. Students
will be participating in a number of Workshop Activities. The Youth Forum title is ”Making
Connections” and we would like students to take the opportunity to meet new friends and to
learn together and from each other. Making Connections-with both people and ideas.
6—Preparing For The Forum
Within the context of the title Making Connections students will explore the theme—
RECOGNITION. We ask that students think and reflect about what this means to them as a

young Australian as we, as a country, prepare to Recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Peoples within the Australian Constitution.
7—Forum Schedule
7.30am—Registration
8.00am—Breakfast
8.25am—Recognition of the Traditional Owners of the Land—James Atkinson
8.30am—Welcome to representatives from Holmesglen Institute and The University of
Melbourne –Youth Forum Sponsors—Pam Russell
8.40am—Keynote Presentation by Jana Harcharek, Director of the North Slope Borough School
District’s Inupiaq Education Department, Alaska
9.15am—Workshop activities in which students explore and challenge understanding of
“recognition”—from an individual, group and culture/country perspective. Students design
questions to present to a panel.
10.30am—Panel-members include:-Jana Harcharek, James Atkinson (Department of Education
and Training), Professor Mark Rose(Latrobe University), Greg Kennedy(Koori Council), Marnie
O’Bryan(Chair VIEN).
11.15am—Student Panel-during Workshop Sessions a number of students will be invited to
participate in a panel to which participating adults will present questions.
12.00pm—Lunch
1.00pm—Forum Close
Please note that members of RECOGNISE will be present at the Forum and they will be
available to receive student advice and answer student questions during meal breaks
We look forward to meeting and working with Victorian students at the Yapaneyepuk Forum. We
plan to gather data and record throughout the Forum. This will provide the foundation for a
Youth Forum Report which we will forward to all participating Schools.
Should you have any questions relating to the Youth Forum please contact Pam Russell,
Yapaneyepuk Convener on (0412) 312 950 or pamruss@bigpond.net.au or Rebecca
Hammond on (0407) 325 735 or rebeccalouisehammond@icloud.com and we will be happy to
assist.
We look forward to your participation!
Kind regards,
Pam Russell
Yapaneyepuk Convener
James Atkinson
Manager, Systems Design and Integration Division, Regional Services Group, DE&T

APPENDIX 4:
Awareness Quiz – Match the following people with their true identity
William Barak
David Unaipon
Lionel Rose
Jessica Mauboy
Geoffrey Gurrumul Yunupingu
Djuki Mala

boxer
film & recording star
tennis player
Wurundjeri Leader / artist
Yolngu Dance Group
international recording star

Kyle Vander Kuyp

athlete

Evonne Goolagong

actor

Cathy Freeman
David Gulpilill
Archie Roach
Pastor Sir Douglas Nicholls

SA Premier
inventor/leader
musician
Gold Medal Olympian
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APPENDIX 5, PART 1:
RECOGNITION – INDIVIDUAL/PERSONAL
QUESTIONS – YELLOW GROUP
Questions presented to the Recognition Panel:
1. If to recognise someone or something requires the acceptance of oneself
and the community around them, do you believe that our current
parliamentarians adequately express these qualities?
2. Why do you think it is so hard for Australia to accept the Indigenous
people as the first people?
3. Should there be more/some schools dedicated to teaching Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander children to reconnect those who may have lost their
connection to their culture?
4. Do you think the changing of constitutional recognition will have any real
world impact?
5. If belonging is the ultimate aim of an individual, to what extent do you think
knowledge and awareness of other cultures and belief systems is
essential?
6. Do you think it is possible a greater awareness of other cultures may
cause someone to become less sure of their sense of belonging?
Questions not presented to the Recognition Panel:
1. Recognise: the 2017 referendum will recognise Aboriginals in the
constitution. I understand this is a part of healing however how will this
help practically in areas of Aboriginal Education, Health and Mental
wellbeing.
2. When do you recognise your own identity and how do you go about
thinking about it?
3. How do people show recognition?
4. Does recognition only apply to Indigenous people?
5. How can I get involved in the recognise program?
6. Why are Indigenous people known as ‘Victims’ for culture that they are
proud of?

7. Do you believe that the Aboriginal flag should be displayed at schools with
the Australian flag?
8. Why do people feel obliged to interrogate me about my heritage when they
learn of it?
9. Why is recognition taking so long?
10. How important is family to culture?
11. Why is it that I’m to look more important than others?
12. Where are you from and how much do you like your culture?
13. How passionate are you about your culture?
14. What is recognise and how will it physically help me?
15. How did recognise first start?
16. Why isn’t there work training for Indigenous people, so we can get
recognised. How are we moving forward and what are we doing?
17. If the referendum passes, what are some of the practical issues that may
occur?
18. How can recognition happen on a deeper level than just words on paper?
19. What does the recognise group actually do?
20. Why do you think sport is such a strong theme in Indigenous culture
nowadays, and why is it a good way to be recognised in a sense?
21. Do you believe that recognition means to remember and learn?
22. Why is it we can’t be fully accepted by others, nor our own selves?
23. Do you think it’s more important to gain recognition through legal means
(eg: constitution or through the education system?)
24. In the 1967 Indigenous referendum why do you think it wasn’t then when
they would recognise the Indigenous and Torres Strait Islanders and not
just include them as being part of the ‘Australian Race’.
25. Do you believe that today Aboriginal people are more acknowledged and
recognised than in the past?
26. Is recognition only verbal or can it be shown with physical acts as well?

27. In your opinion what could Australia do to expand recognition of
Aboriginals?
28. What does recognition mean to you? Why is important to you?
29. What does recognition mean to you?
30. Why don’t we do more to acknowledge and recognise Aboriginal culture in
schools?
31. What significance does the referendum have?
32. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander representation in the Federal
Government. How are they represented in our current government
situation and do any Indigenous Australians have roles in our government,
such as a Minister?
33. Why are we forgetting the Aboriginal culture?
34. How do we start to recognise Indigenous people on a deeper level?
35. What is the most important part about recognition and why?
36. What does recognition mean to you?
37. Are there any negative consequences of recognition?
38. Is it important to recognise your own cultural background?
39. Where can people get to gain a greater understanding of people’s culture
to enable us to recognise?
40. When have you felt unrecognised?
41. The culture we embrace from our past, is there an omnipresent feature
(element) across all beliefs/cultures that are identical and that can aid its
understanding. Not only embracing the culture, but achieve a stronger
sense.
42. How much further does the country need to go in order to achieve a
stronger sense of equality with all members of our society?
43. What does recognition mean to you?
44. Why does the need for recognition change over time and why is it
important for us now?

APPENDIX 5, PART 2:
REGIONAL GROUP/TEAM/FAMILY
QUESTIONS – BLUE GROUP
!
Questions presented to the Recognition Panel:
1. What values do the Aboriginal Community as a whole, care about the
most?
2. Do you believe that cultural recognition is important in families?
3. What are the key elements for a group to be successful and function well?
4. What do you believe was so strong about Indigenous culture and why it
worked so well?
5. Why are we laughed at by others when expressing culture? Is it fear of
the unknown, or would you say it’s racist?
Questions not presented to the Recognition Panel:
1. Would we, as global people, be more enlightened if we all embraced the
knowledge and beliefs of other groups not just nationally, but
internationally as well?
2. How does history affect relationships?
3. What is the importance of sharing knowledge and the culture of a group?
4. How do we connect the older generations to reconcile, when majority of
the younger generations already feel like they are recognized. How do
we connect the ties?
5. How is culture reinforced by the grouping in society?
6. How strong is your family’s and your belief in culture?
7. Do you think a group is more effective if they share the same values?
8. How can recognition strengthen family/group bonds and relationships?
9. Should there be more group support for Aboriginals living in city settings,
in order to understand and appreciate their heritage?
10. To what extent is the power of Aboriginal identity used negatively against
non-Indigenous Australians. For example: if a white man said to a black

man ‘black dog’ it is considered racist, but when a black man says to a
white man ‘white dog’ it is called nothing. Is this an issue?
11. How can someone in a group, team or family deal with discrimination after
they have been recognised in a negative light?
12. Do you think that recognising a group of people means more to someone
than recognising them individually?
13. Where does recognition of culture come into Groups sports etc?
14. Do you believe that it is essential and significant that recognition is
important within all levels of society, whether it be in family, sporting
teams etc.?
15. What kind of support can we offer communities and groups to get
recognised?
16. If you are fighting for recognition what are you going to do once you
achieve it?
17. What does the history and origin of your family mean to you?
18. Should all religions have the right to act against others instead of letting
them be?
19. Is recognition more meaningful on a community or national level?
20. What hasn’t the queen taken responsibility for 20 decades of slaughter?
21. What is a referendum, and how is it involved with recognition?
22. In what way are these groups inclusive?
23. Is it easy to feel discriminated against if you are not included in a group?
24. Do you think it would be hard for older generations and younger
generations to be in the same group due to different views?
25. Do all groups, teams and families have to agree on the same thing?
26. How does reconciliation affect the community?
27. How important do you think it is to have that great diversity of cultures like
we do in sporting arenas nowadays in order to move together in
reconciliation?
28. Boarding house, people coming from different families to make one family
- is that considered a team, group or family? - with so many different
opinions.

29. Do prevailing stereotypes, which may be out-dated (for eg: Australians
going to school on kangaroos and eating shrimps on BBQ’s), make it
more difficult for contemporary Australians to identify themselves?
30. How do you recognize everyone’s identity/culture/values and respectfully
accommodate them?
31. How can a community help with the recognition of a family team/group?
32. If a person’s individual beliefs clash with the beliefs of the wider group,
should that person assimilate to be accepted?
33. Do you think it is important to recognise and respect your family’s cultural
heritage? Why?
34. What exactly will happen after people are recognised for who they are?

APPENDIX 5, PART 3:
RECOGNITION – CULTURE/COUNTRY
QUESTIONS – PINK GROUP
!
Questions presented to the Recognition Panel:
1. The Australian constitution basically states that it is legal to be racist, there
is no law against it so in what ways can we progress forward to equality
when our rules and regulations cannot support it?
2. How can we come together as a nation to make others and ourselves
aware of the values and beliefs of different culture?
3. How would we actively support and promote, recognising the individual
cultures without excluding or discriminating across others held? Would
this be achieved via a network of cultures held within schools, community
or would this be done through the eyes of cultures as travels are made.
4. At what age should Australian school children be taught Aboriginal
history? Should it be touched on every year or taught as a whole unit one
year?
5. What is an appropriate way of achieving representation for social
recognition?
6. Would coming together as cultures make it easier to understand each
other and help set aside stereotypes?
Questions not presented to the Recognition Panel:
1. How do we accept each other’s cultural beliefs without stereotyping?
2. Will we ever be recognised by the government and people that Aboriginals
vary in shades and social status and get rid of the stereotypes?
3. Are agreements of the ‘Native Title Act’ being breached by the
Government?
4. Why is your connection with the land so important?
5. Do you feel a connection to the land? How does it make you feel?
6. Why can’t people accept the changes?
7. How do we change conservative people’s views on the Aboriginal culture?
8. If we are the first people why aren’t we respected?

9. Why some Indigenous people are not recognized as being Indigenous and
denied the opportunity to embrace their culture?
10. Do you find it disrespectful when people do not acknowledge the
traditional owners of the land?
11. Is the referendum likely to happen?
12. Why isn’t Aboriginal culture taught in all secondary schools?
13. If interested in helping fix issues by the Aboriginal community, what jobs
can white people look into having? How can I as a white student, help
combat issues like poverty and substance abuse? Can I do anything? I
feel kind of useless.
14. How can I help combat racism? What can I do on a political level?
15. How do we deal with cultural differences or conflicting interests?
16. Why have Indigenous Australians not already been recognised as the
traditional land owners in the constitution?
17. Does respect for a culture stem from an understanding of it or does
understanding come from respect?
18. What would be your question?
19. How significant is a community’s landscape to their culture?
20. Is recognition worth forfeiting in order to belong?
21. Does the way other countries and cultures perceive the general Australian
culture or way of life help to define who we are or unconsciously force as
to conform to the stereotypes?
22. Can our contemporary Australian culture actually be called Australian due
to changing influences of the perceived world power at the time (in the
past GB now US)?
23. There are a large number of Indigenous people who don’t want
constitutional recognition. Where is the discussion in this? Where do we
go from here?
24. Should we have the courage to rise up against what’s wrong? Or do we
just conform to the ‘norm’?
25. Why can’t people understand that Indigenous people vary in views, skin,
tone, personality and life style as any Caucasian person?

26. How can a culture define a country?
27. Does the government have too much control at this point in time over what
groups and society are allowed to believe?
28. What is holding the Australian Government back from recognising
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders in Australian Commonwealth
Constitution?
29. What should our government do to assist rural Aboriginal communities? (a
more appropriate response then to close down the communities).
30. Would you prefer to be regarded as an Aboriginal Australian or an
Indigenous Australian? Considering the term ‘Indigenous’ was given by
government and plants and animals can also be referred to as Indigenous
to our land?
31. In an increasing global community we are rapidly accepting various foreign
values and beliefs. In order for us to progress as a nation, should we not
embrace our Indigenous cultures, beliefs and values first?
32. Is our educational system incorporating enough of our/Aboriginal history
into our curriculum?
33. Why is it so hard for people to change their views?
34. How important is the understanding and integration of cultures to society?
35. Why is it that Australia is run by a non-Indigenous man?
36. Why won’t the government include Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
into the constitution?
37. How do we create an ‘Australian Culture’ that accepts and recognises all
parts of other cultures?
38. What has been the hardest part about trying to recognise Aboriginal
people’s beliefs and culture?
39. How is the Recognize group raising awareness for their goal of changing
the Constitution and recognising Aboriginal Australians as the traditional
owners of the land?
40. Does the general Indigenous population believe that someday things will
change (with discrimination) with so many conservative white Australians
in our country, will it take a long time to reach unity and recognition?
41. What is the importance of government in the initial recognition as
Indigenous groups worldwide?

42. What would be the first step in developing a national identity of
multiculturalism while avoiding discrimination of said cultures?
43. Does or has Tony Abbott recognised what was done?
44. How strong do you feel about your land and or cultural rights?

